
 

 

 

 
Sensei Dervish with his little girl, Chloe, who achieved her Black Belt at 9 years old, his 2 boys are also on their Black Belt Journey 

Being a Black Belt is Crucial to 
YOUR child’s development 

 chieving a Black Belt at Kaizen-Do Karate will 

provide your child with so many transferable 

skills that will help them in MANY areas of 

their life. They will be more Respectful, show more 

Perseverance, develop Character, increase 

Confidence, learn to avoid negative peer pressure – 

the list of benefits is endless.  

Along the 4-year journey (approx.) to Black Belt our 

structured programmes improve so much more than 

just physical fitness. Hundreds of families have 

commented that we drastically improve all the 

benefits that parents want for their child to be the 

best version of themselves.  

Becoming a Black Belt improves; Confidence, Focus, 

Respect, Discipline, Modesty, Determination, Self-

Control, Perseverance, Courtesy, Grit, Integrity, 

Resilience, Self-Esteem, Positive thought…. The 

journey to Black Belt is paved with many valuable 

skills.  Oh and yes, it improves self-defence skills.  

We are not a seasonal recreational sport (football, 

rugby, gymnastics, etc), we are a Martial Arts school. 

We have designed our Martial Arts School so it 

parallels the school education system and you will 

notice this throughout your LIFESKILL journey to 

Black Belt and beyond.   

We are not a Karate ‘club’ we are a Martial Arts 

School whose aim is to improve EVERY one of our 

students lives. Becoming a Black Belt will help our 

students to be the best version of themselves they 

can be. Our Black Belts are proactive students.  

Achieving the 1st level of Black Belt is equivalent to 

achieving GSCE’s. Achieving the 2nd level of Black Belt 

is equivalent to achieving A-levels. Achieving the 3rd 

level of Black Belt is equivalent to a degree. Just as 

with any educational path, the more educated you 

are the more successful you are likely to be. LOTS of 

our Black Belts have gone on to do amazing things 

with their lives. When asked about their time with us 

they always say it helped them with many skills.  

Future employers look upon a Black Belt as a sign of 

Determination, Discipline & Perseverance. Parents 

need to understand that achieving a Black Belt with 

Kaizen-Do Karate has a massive impact on their 

potential.  

Training to Black Belt improves so many skills that 

are transferable to everyday life, being a Black Belt 

opens up so many doors.  

 

Yours in Karate, Sensei Dervish, 5th Dan  
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